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Core polarization charges of quadrupole transitions in neutron drip line nuclei
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Core polarization charges of quadrupole transitions in light neutron drip line nuclei are studied by using
particle-vibration coupling model with Hartree-Fock single-particle wave functions and random phase approx
mation response functions in28O. We obtain very small core polarization charges,epol~IS!50.14 and
epol~IV !50.06. In addition to the smallness expected in general for light very-neutron-rich nuclei, a consider
able amount of further reduction on theepol values arises from the cancellation between the contributions of
low-energy threshold strength and those of giant resonances. It depends crucially on both the property of t
one-particle multipole operator and the shell structure around the Fermi level whether the very-low-lying
threshold strength contributes to the polarization charges of a given multipole constructively or destructivel
@S0556-2813~96!03811-3#
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It is pointed out@1–3# that an appreciable amount of tran
sition strength will appear in the very-low-energy regio
~just above the particle threshold! of neutron drip line nuclei.
The nuclei need not be halo nuclei, but the neutron partic
hole ~p-h! excitations should be available, in which sma
angular momenta of particle orbitals are possible combin
with neutron hole orbitals with small binding energies@1,2#.
According to our knowledge ofb-stable nuclei, the core po-
larization charge is expected to be larger when a strong tr
sition strength is present in the lower-excitation-energy r
gion of the core@4#. The expectation is based on the fact th
the static polarization charge is inversely proportional to t
excitation energy of the corresponding collective mode
Thus one may imagine that the core polarization char
would be large in neutron drip line nuclei. A careful exam
nation of the core excitations may, however, lead to a co
clusion that core polarization charges would be small gen
ally in light very-neutron-rich nuclei. This is because th
very small proton core, which cannot contribute anyway
much to the polarization charge, is not efficiently polarize
by neutrons. In the present work we study the polarizati
charge taking an example of8

28O20, of which the exotic be-
havior of the single-particle response function as well as t
random phase approximation~RPA! strength function has
been studied in Ref.@2#.

In halo nuclei, it is expected that the core polarizatio
induced by halo particles, which have very small bindin
energies~,1 MeV! and small orbital angular momentum
~l 50 or 1!, is weak. This is because those particles spend
appreciable amount of time outside of the core nucleus a
thus, cannot efficiently polarize the core. Although this is a
interesting problem in halo nuclei, in the present work w
study the feature of core polarization unique in neutron dr
line nuclei, which exists even in the absence of halo pa
ticles.

Our study of core polarization is based on the se
consistent Hartree-Fock~HF! and the RPA calculation using
Skyrme interactions. We estimate collective properties so
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ing the RPA with the Green’s function method in the coo
dinate space, which produces a proper strength function
the continuum@5,6#. The core polarization is estimated b
using the particle-vibration coupling model@4,7#. We use the
SkM* interaction@8# as a standard interaction in our numer
cal calculation. We always make sure of our conclusio
checking whether or not it is obtained also by using the S
or the SG2 interaction.

The unperturbed strength function is defined by

S0~E![(
i

u^ i uQlu0&u2d~E2Ei !

5
1

p
Im Tr„Ql†G0~E!Ql

…, ~1!

whereG0 is the noninteracting p-h Green function, while th
RPA strength function is obtained by

S~E![(
n

u^nuQlu0&u2d~E2En!

5
1

p
Im Tr„Ql†GRPA~E!Ql

…, ~2!

whereGRPA(E) is the RPA response function including th
effect of the coupling to the continuum. In Eqs.~1! and ~2!,
Ql expresses one-body operators, which are written as

Qm
l52, t505(

i
r i
2Y2m~ r̂ i !

for isoscalar quadrupole modes, ~3!

Qm
l52, t515(

i
tzri

2Y2m~r̂ i!

for isovector quadrupole modes. ~4!
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The RPA response functionGRPA behaves in the vicinity of a
resonance as

Im@GRPA~rW,rW8;Eres!#}dr~rW !dr~rW8!, ~5!

wheredr is the transition density defined by

dr~rW !5^nu(
i

d~rW2rW i !u0&. ~6!

We may use expression~5! also for the threshold strength
which does not come from resonances in the usual sen
when the shape of the transition density is practically t
same in a certain energy region. We obtain the transiti
density by integrating over one of the radial coordinates
GRPA as

dr~rW !5aE Im@GRPA~rW,rW8;Eres!#Q
l~rW8!drW8, ~7!

where the normalization factora is determined from the
transition strengthB(l) of the resonance,

a25B~l!/@pS~Eres!#
2. ~8!

For an isolated resonance,B(l) is the total integrated
strength for the operatorQl over the resonance.

We use a perturbation theory to calculate the core pol
ization due to the core excitations by particles. The perturb
single-particle wave function is expressed as

u ĩ &5u i &1 (
j ,vl

^~ j3vl!i uVpvu i &
« i2~« j1vl!

u~ j3vl!i &, ~9!

whereVpv is the particle-vibration coupling interaction. The
reduced transition matrix element for the one-body opera
Ql is modified as

^ j̃ iQli ĩ &5^ j iQli i &1(
vl

2vl

~« i2« j !
22vl

2

3
A2i11^~ j3vl!i uVpvu i &

A2l11
^vliQli0&.

~10!

The particle-vibration couplingVpv is derived from the
Skyrme interaction approximating the momentum derivati
operatorsk andk8 by the Fermi momentumkF so that one
can use directly the RPA transition densities for the calcu
tion of the matrix element. This approximation was mad
only here in constructing the particle-vibration coupling
Then, the isoscalar~IS! and the isovector~IV ! coupling in-
teractions are expressed as

Vpv
t ~rW12rW2!5Vpv

t ~r !d~rW12rW2!, ~11!

where

Vpv
t50~r !5$ 3

4 t01
3
48 ~a12!~a11!t3r

a~r !

1 1
8kF

2@3t11t2~514x2!#%, ~12!
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Vpv
t51~r !5$2 1

4 t0~112x0!2 1
24 t3~112x3!r

a~r !

1 1
8kF

2@2t1~112x1!1t2~112x2!#%, ~13!

wherer5 1
2 (r 11r 2). Then the coupling matrix is evaluated

to be

^~ j3vl!i uVpv
t u i &5

1

A2i11
E r 2drVpv

t ~r !dr~r !Rj~r !Ri~r !

3^ j iYli i &, ~14!

wheredr(r ) is the radial transition density defined by

dr~rW ![dr~r !Ylm~ r̂ ! ~15!

and R(r ) expresses the radial wave functions of single-
particle states. In Eqs.~12! and ~13!, the contributions from
the momentum-dependent forces, thet1 and t2 terms, are
seen to be effectively included by renormalizing the value of
t0 . The renormalization factor in the case of the SkM* inter-
action is 0.94 for the IS interaction and 0.85 for the IV in-
teraction. Thus the effect of the momentum-dependent force
on the coupling interaction is rather small, especially for the
IS channel, which makes a dominant contribution to the core
polarization charge.

In Fig. 1~a! we show the unperturbed strength function in
Eq. ~1! and the RPA strength function in Eq.~2! for the IS
and IV quadrupole operators. Two very sharp peaks at 27.66
and 32.33 MeV in the dotted line express the proton excita-
tions from the 1p1/2 and 1p3/2 orbital at227.02 and231.69
MeV to the 1f 5/2 one-particle resonant state at10.64 MeV.
Except those two peaks, the unperturbed strength happens
consist almost exclusively of the neutron strength. The pro-
ton bound p-h excitations for quadrupole operators lie at
24.7–31.7 MeV, which do not appear in the dotted line.
However, because of the coupling to the continuum, the
presence of those bound p-h excitations is clearly seen in th
RPA strength functions, which are denoted by the solid and
dashed lines for the isoscalar and isovector modes, respe
tively. A peak for RPA IS strength, which may be called IS
giant resonance~GR!, is seen around 15 MeV, which is ap-
preciably lower than the systematic value@4# for b-stable
nuclei,Ex558/A1/3 MeV519.1 MeV. This lower frequency
of IS quadrupole GR is typical in nuclei near the neutron drip
line. Furthermore, we obtain a substantial strength below 10
MeV, which is the threshold strength coming from the exci-
tation of neutrons with binding energies less than 10 MeV.
The large strength below 10 MeV appears also for the RPA
IV strength. However, the main contribution to the IV
energy-weighted sum rule comes from the strength of peak
atEx.22 MeV. It is clear that the RPA strength in the very-
low-energy region comes from the neutron unperturbed
strength in the same energy region. Thus we present th
analysis of the unperturbed quadrupole strength.

In Fig. 1~b! we resolve the unperturbed strength expressed
by the dotted line in Fig. 1~a!, except two sharp proton peaks
at 27.66 and 32.33 MeV, into the contributions coming from
a given neutron orbital occupied in the ground state. The sum
of all strengths in Fig. 1~b! at a given energy is equal to the
unperturbed strength in Fig. 1~a! at the same energy, except
at 27.66 and 32.33 MeV. Since the binding energies (eB) of
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54 2371CORE POLARIZATION CHARGES OF QUADRUPOLE . . .
1d3/2, 2s1/2, 1d5/2, . . . neutron orbitals are 1.79, 5.99
8.64, . . . MeV, the corresponding strength starts to appea
respective energies. Above the threshold the strength
neutrons rises as thel 11/2 power of the available energ
@9#, namely, as (Ex2eB)

l 11/2
. Indeed, just above 1.79 MeV

FIG. 1. ~a! Unperturbed strength function defined in Eq.~1! and
the RPA strength function in Eq.~2! for the isoscalar and the is
ovector quadrupole mode of8

28O20 as a function of excitation en-
ergy. The unperturbed strength function is the same for the isosc
and isovector operators. The bound proton p-h excitations at 24
31.7 MeV do not appear in the dotted line; however, the presenc
those p-h excitations can be recognized as peaks seen in the
strength function.~b! Resolving the unperturbed strength in~a!,
except two very sharp proton peaks at 27.66 and 32.33 MeV,
the components with a given orbital of neutron holes. The sum
all strength at a given energy in the figure is equal to the unp
turbed strength in~a! at the same energy. See the text for detail
,
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the strength with (1d3/2)
21 rises as (Ex21.79)1/2 corre-

sponding to l 50 neutrons. Just above 8.64 MeV the
strength with (1d5/2)

21 rises also as (Ex28.64)1/2, however,
in this case thel 50 neutron strength is so weak as to b
recognized in the scale of Fig. 1~b!. The main strength in
connection with (1d5/2)

21 appears as thel 54 neutron
strength with a peak around 19.3 MeV, since the neutro
1g9/2 state is about to become a one-particle resonant state
28O. The sharp peak at 21.5 MeV comes from the excitatio
of particles from the 1p3/2 orbital at 219.93 MeV to the
1 f 7/2 one-particle resonant state at11.59 MeV. This is the
only neutron unperturbed quadrupole excitation, in which
well-defined one-particle resonant state is available.

The core polarization charges for quadrupole transitio
are defined as

epol~IS)5
1

2 S ^ j̃ iQl52, t50i ĩ &
^ j iQl52, t50i i &

21D , ~16!

epol~IV)5
1

2 S ^ j̃ iQl52, t51i ĩ &
^ j iQl52, t51i i &

21D . ~17!

The proton and neutron core polarization charges are writt
as epol(p)5epol~IS!2epol~IV ! and epol(n)5epol~IS!
1epol~IV !. The calculated results are listed in Table I. Com
pared with empirical values ofb-stablesd-shell nuclei@10#,
epol~IS!.0.35 andepol~IV !.0.1, the obtained values in28O
are about a factor of 2 smaller. Inb-stable nuclei such as
8
16O8 or 20

40Ca20 the RPA quadrupole strength is collected int
GR, which may have a good isospin, and almost no streng
is found forEx,10 MeV. In contrast, in28O the very small
proton core (Z/A50.29) is not efficiently polarized by neu-
trons due to the considerable difference of the radial dist
bution of protons from that of neutrons. This weak polariza
tion is seen from the fact that the predominant part of th
low-lying strength forEx,10 MeV comes from neutron ex-
citations and that even the ‘‘IS’’ GR around 15 MeV doe
not collect all higher-lying proton excitation strength. Thu
small values ofepol are expected in general. However, a con
siderable amount of further reduction onepol arises from an
appreciable cancellation between the contributions by t
low-lying threshold strength and those by the higher-lyin
giant resonance. For example, the value ofepol~IS!50.153
for the neutron states,u i &5u f &5u1d5/2&, is the sum of

-
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.7–
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RPA
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TABLE I. Static IS and IV core polarization charges calculated for neutron and proton orbitals in28O
using SkM* force. Theepol~IS! andepol~IV ! values are obtained by using Eqs.~16! and~17! with « i2« j50.
TheB(E2)sp value for the transition from the stateu i & to u f & is shown for each configuration using the HF
wave functions. See the text for details.

Neutrons Protons

f i B(E2)sp ~e2 fm4! epol~IS! epol~IV ! B(E2)sp ~e2 fm4! epol~IS! epol~IV !

1d5/2 1d5/2 15.31 0.153 0.064 12.64 0.163 0.066
2s1/2 1d3/2 21.75 0.123 0.054 10.98 0.166 0.064
1d3/2 1d3/2 26.33 0.116 0.053 13.95 0.159 0.066
2s1/2 1d5/2 13.23 0.147 0.060 8.92 0.172 0.065
1d3/2 1d5/2 4.697 0.140 0.061 3.48 0.162 0.066
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2372 54I. HAMAMOTO AND H. SAGAWA
20.055 forEx,9 MeV and10.208 forEx.9 MeV. And
epol~IV !50.064 for neutron states,u i &5u f &5u1d5/2&, receives
20.035 fromEx,15 MeV and10.100 fromEx.15 MeV.
The absolute magnitude is determined by using Eq.~7!
where theB(l52) value is calculated by integratingS(E)
over the peak. Below 20 MeV where the strength function
relatively smooth as a function of energy, the response is c
by a 2-MeV energy interval and integrated to obtain theB(l
52) value at the corresponding energy. The IS quadrupo
transition densities at various energies are shown in Fig. 2
clear difference is seen between the transition densities
low 10 MeV and near the GR around 15 MeV. The forme
has two radial nodes and a large tail, while the latter shows
typical Tassie-type radial dependence as a collective surfa
mode. The unique shape of radial transition densities of t
low-energy threshold strength, which is quite different from
that of collective modes such as the giant resonance, lead
the destructive contribution to the polarization charge. It
interesting that the presence of the low-energy transiti
strength does not always lead to a large polarization char
which would be expected from the result ofb-stable nuclei.
Instead, the presence may even lead to a cancellation of
contribution to the polarization charge by the giant res
nance, depending on the shape of the transition density of
threshold strength.

The presence of two nodes in the radial transition den
ties for Ex,10 MeV comes from the neutron excitations

FIG. 2. Radial transition densities of the RPA isoscalar quadr
pole excitations of8

28O20 at various excitation energiesEx as a
function of radial coordinate:~a! Ex<10 MeV and ~b! Ex.10
MeV. The absolute magnitude is normalized by using Eq.~7! where
B(l52) value is obtained integratingS(E) over the energy inter-
val around the peaks. See the text for details.
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1d3/2→s1/2, in which the wave function ofs1/2 with a small
positive one-particle energy has to be orthogonal to that o
the occupiedns1/2 state withn51 and 2. That means that
inside of the nucleus the radial dependence of the wave fun
tion of s1/2 would be similar to that of 3s1/2. Now, using Eqs.
~10!, ~14!, ~16!, and~17!, in the short-range limit of effective
interactions@settingV pv

t (r ) in Eq. ~11! to ber independent#
the contribution from a p-h excitation to the IS and IV static
quadrupole polarization charges is negative, if the sign of th
product

E r 2drRp~r !Rh~r !Rj~r !Ri~r ! ~18!

and

E r 4drRp~r !Rh~r ! ~19!

is negative. Since the behavior of radial wave functions in
side of the nucleus plays a role~namely, halo particles are
not considered at present!, harmonic oscillator wave func-
tions may be used for getting the sign. Takingu i &5u j &
5u1d&, the sign of the above product, in whichuparticle&
5u3s& and uhole&5u1d&, is negative. More generally, taking
u i &5u j &5uhole&, the sign of the product of expressions~18!
and ~19! is negative whenuparticle&5un11,l & and uhole&
5un,l & or whenuparticle&5un12,l 22& and uhole&5un,Ll &.
Thus, in the case of28O, we see that the product has a
negative sign also for another low-lying threshold strength
1d3/2→dj , where the wave function ofdj has to be orthogo-
nal to the occupied 1dj state. In contrast, the sign of the
product of expressions~18! and ~19! is generally positive
when the number of the radial node of the particle and th
hole orbitals is the same or when the particle and the hol
orbitals belong to the same major shell in the harmonic os
cillator. We have confirmed that the statements on the sign o
the product described above are valid also for realistic finite
well potentials.

Using the argument similar to the one described above
we come to a conclusion that the destructive contribution
from the very-low-energy threshold strength to the polariza
tion charge would not occur in the dipole or the octupole
case in28O. This conclusion was confirmed also by perform-
ing numerical calculations for those excitation modes.

We note that the neutron particle orbitals giving rise to
considerable threshold strength in the very-low-energy re
gion must have low orbital angular momentum~possibly,
l50 or 1!. Then, it is seen that in spherical closed-shel
nuclei near the neutron drip line the possible very-low-lying
threshold strength has always a destructive contribution t
the quadrupole polarization charge.

As seen from the above explanation using Eq.~18!, the
destructive contribution from the threshold strength to quad
rupole polarization charges is related to the very-short-rang
character of effective interactions. It remains interesting to
see how the destructive contribution will be modified for
interactions with a reasonable finite range.

In the recent shell model analysis of measured quadrupo
moments in 14B and 15B @11#, small core polarization
charges are suggested in agreement with the values obtain
in the present work. However, the binding energies of th
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least-bound neutrons as well as the distribution of the wh
transition strength as a function of excitation energy va
considerably, as the mass number changes along the neu
drip line. Thus caution should be taken before making a
rect comparison of our values with the analysis of the data
@11#.

Making a careful examination of the RPA strength fo
Ex,6 MeV in Fig. 1~a!, we observe the fact that the RPA IS
~IV ! quadrupole strength is slightly weaker~stronger! than
the unperturbed strength at the same energy, instead of b
stronger ~weaker!. This fact, which is unexpected from a
simple schematic model, comes from exactly the same ori
as the one described above for the destructive contribution
the quadrupole polarization charges from the low-lyin
threshold strength.

In conclusion, using a particle-vibration coupling togeth
with the HF wave functions and the RPA response functio
in 8

28O20, we have obtained the quadrupole polarizatio
charges, which are much smaller than those known
ole
ry
tron
di-
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r

eing

gin
to
g
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b-stable nuclei. Besides the smallness expected in gene
for light very neutron-rich nuclei, a considerable amount o
further reduction onepol values arises from an appreciable
cancellation between the contributions from low-energ
threshold strength and those from giant resonances. In
case of octupole or dipole polarization charges in28O the
same kind of cancellation mechanism does not occur. Fro
the result obtained in the present paper we might say that
idea of using a fixed polarization charge for a given majo
shell in the shell model calculation may be questioned f
neutron drip line nuclei. The conclusions drawn in th
present paper may not be trivially applicable for nucle
which have halo particles, although a similar cancellatio
mechanism might occur in halo nuclei. The polarizatio
charge in halo nuclei should be separately studied.

One of the authors~I.H.! is grateful to Ben Mottelson for
illuminating discussions, while the other~H.S.! to N. Fuku-
nishi for providing the experimental data of14B and 15B
prior to publication.
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